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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes a residential research facility built 
for the experimental measurement of the relative energy and 
moisture performance of various residential building envelope 
components and systems. The building comprises 12 test bays 
on an east/west axis bounded on each end by a guard bay. The 
eastern six test bays are framed in steel, and the western six 
bays are framed in wood. Each half of the building contains a 
symmetrical mix of vented and unvented cathedral and attic 
roofing systems and is built above a heated basement. During 
the heating season, the entire building is maintained at a 
uniform temperature within ±fJ.9°F (±fJ.5 K) by a computer 
control system, anddata are stored with an aggregation period 
of approximately 20 minutes. The thermal performance 
phenomenology of a vented attic and cathedral ceiling are 
analyzed via heat transfer and mass flux parameter correla
tions. Attic and cathedral ceiling roofing system relative ther
mal integrities are compared as a function of framing material 
and ventilation status. Within the preliminary context of the 
data reported, it appears that metal framing yields a lower 
thermal integrity than wood framing with particularly poor 
performance when applied to a vented cathedral ceiling. The 
ridge vent mass flux in ventilated attics and cathedral ceilings 
is shown by the data reported to be largely independent of roof 
configuration. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Cloquet Residential Research Facility (CRRF) was 
constructed in 1997 and is located near Cloquet, Minnesota, 
about 23 miles southwest of the southern tip of Lake Superior. 
The CRRF is designed as a test bed to evaluate the in-situ, 

long-term, cold-climate performance of various building 
products, including thermal insulation, siding, roofing mate
rials, and footing construction systems. Because of its prox
imity to Lake Superior, the CRRF is subject to various lake 
effect weather phenomena, most importantly, an elevated 
snowfall. Similar test facilities also have been constructed in 
Illinois (Rose 1989) and Florida in order to determine perfor
mance under moderate and warm climatic conditions, respec
tively. 

The CRRF is equipped with a computerized data acqui
sition and control system that captures and records measure
ments from several hundred transducers while simultaneously 
controlling the building heating systems. The system is 
configured for remote operation and control. Recorded data 
are transmitted over the Internet to a remote server, while 
remote control is accomplished via a direct telephone connec
tion. The data acquisition philosophy is based upon an accu
rate measurement of the building energy consumption, 
allowing the energy performance of the tested composite 
building envelope systems to be compared. 

Data acquisition commenced on October 24, 1997, with 
a subset of the full transducer array. During the next four 
months, the monitored transducer count increased to reach a 
full complement of 400 on March 4, 1998. During this period, 
the envelope air leakage integrity was progressively tightened 
by sealing up instrumentation and power cable conduits, 
reaching the nominal design integrity (that is, the integrity 
achieved with all the designed sealing strategies imple
mented) on March 4 as well. The data reported here span the 
period from 3/4/98 to 4/17 /98 and thus represent a preliminary 
evaluation of the CRRF attic and cathedral ceiling thermal 
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performance under . nominal design add moderate winter 
weather conditions. :... 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION 

A schematic layout of the CRRF i; given in Figure l . •.The 
CRRF has a single story built upon a fi:tll basement, the most 
prevalent foundation type in Minnesota. The main floorofthe ·
CRRF is divided intq 12 horizontal parts .along.the major east-

group, with the ventilated pay 1 bounded by the unventilated 
west. guard bay a�d. bay 2. Bays 3 and 4. have cathedral ceil
ings, with the former v�nted and the latter unvertted. Thus, 
symmetrically, bays 9 atjd 10 have cathedral ceilings with the 
former uµvenlelf and lhe)aller ven�ed. The east guard bay and 
bayfi 11 and 12 form the metal Eiide attic .tefit bay group, with 
the vented bay 12 bounded.by the, un,vented bay 11 and east 
guard.pay. -

west axis. The two central sections are further!divided into two Bays 1 through 4 and 9throuth 12��hare a common full 
bays each along the *or!h-south axis. This topology yields .17 roof structure with both nonh- and south-facing slopes, while 
test bays bounded on each end by a guard b;ty. The bays are the center four bays (5 through 8) each have a half-roof struc-
numbered sequentially from west to east. The• west basement ture with a south-facing exposure qn bays 6 and 8 and a north-
is common to bays 1 through 6, with tlie east bas:ement spaij- fflcing exposure on bays 5 and Ff, Further, in order to accom-
ning bays 7 through 12: As noted in Figure 1, the guard ba�s modale the I J ft (3.4m) protru'sion ofbays6 and 8 on the south 
embrace both the rr;tain floor and basement levels i and; are 1de Ot the:bUtldl!lg, the ndge line above these bays lS elevated 
intended to thermally guard bays 1 and 12 and both east and llbove that o� the remaining bay and js qjsplaced south of the 
west basements, allowing all the test bays to be subject \6' the builqin..g :centerline to a location above: the east/west partition 
same thermal bound'.ll"y conditions on the partiti�n walls. Thfl separating b�ys 5 and 7 from bays 6 and 8. Thus, the roof chord 
test bays are all 10 ft (3.1 m) in width, while the g1,rnrd bays are length is longer for the center four bays than the other bays. in 

______ l�ft (3?.Jnl ide,.yieldir1g,,eas and >Vest basement tesLbay.S�-order to m�ntain the envelope configuration similfi·�Ly neces-
w1th a width of 50 ft (15.2 m) each. �·. - sary for vahd envelope energy performance compjUt'OtlS, the 

The 3pccificu.tion:; of the envelope component; in Cuch of du.tu di3CU33cd focu3 on buy:; l through 4 and ')through 12. The 

the main floor test and guard bays are given in Table 1. For the 
purposes of this discussion, attentiqp. rp.ay be. focused on the 
ceiling and attic configurations. The westem!four test bays (1 
through 4) are equipped with a W,c:iod tr�ss roof str�cture, while 
the eastern4 bays (9 through 12) have a metal frame roof struc
ture. These east and west test bay groups are symmetrical in 
layout about the central nor.th-south axis (betweep.bays 5�a�d 
7). The west guard bay and bays 1 and 2 form the httic tesi'bay 
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ceiling/at�ic insulation installations are symmetric around the 
central north/south axis on the wood and metal bays, while the 
vented ap.9 unvented attics share the same insulation. Within 

. each rii.etal ·and wood test group, the cathedral ceilings have 
BIBS insulation and the attics have IS-III insulation (see Table 
1 f�r nomenclature). The nominal desig11RSI value of the IS
r;rf insulation in the attics is R-38 (ft2·h·°F)/Btu (6.7,.(m2·K)/ 
W), that of the BIBS ins1,1lation in the vented cathedra!peiJjngs 
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Figure 1 Cloquet Residenti4/ Research fo2il!ty layout si;:hem;a�ic. - . � I ' ·� J.' • .:_·:_ ,_ 
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.. TABLE 1 
Cloquet Residential �search Facility Bay Specifi.�ti�ns .... .. : -. . 

� 

.-

• l l � • I I 'v •• 
" i ' • 

· · 1- •1 • Bay Designation o.: •• • 
• 

p I _ _. 
... 

•, 
._ 

r 
. West 1 , ' • � _ East 
·Guard Test 1 .. Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 Test 5 · Test 6 Test ·7 Test 8 · tfst:9 : Test 10 T�t 11 : Test 12 Guard 

·· · ConstruttiOll ..: _ . , 
. � 

Ceiling Flat Flat Flat Cathedral Cathedral Cathedral Flat Cathedral Flat . �Cathedral_. Cathedtal Flat : Flirt _ Flat 
Vented? No yes No Yes No �o No Yes .• · Yes No Yes ; . .No ,_ Yes · · No-, 
Wood Floor4 I joist· I joist I joist (jbist I joist tjoist I joist Open Web dPeri Web Open Web Open Web Open Web Open:Web Op� Web 
Truss T¥pe • • ::.. . : 

Wall Franie Wood Wood • Wood Wood Wood Wood ' Wood Metal : Metal �eta) "'Metal Metal Met;µ ' Mi:tal 
Roof SlirUcture 'Wood Woqd : Wood Wood ·wood: Wood Wood Metal . Metal_, � Me� Metal Metal . Me�al Wood 

Truss Truss ! Truss Frame ·Frame Frame Frame Frame Frame . Frari'le Frame Truss ·· Truss Truss 
Roof D�ck OSB5 OSB: OSB OSB OSB QSB - OSB ,, OSB OSB ':- OSB ' " OSB' � QSB ' ·osB - OS� 

·' 3 � 
. .. Insulation - � "- . , _, 

t-rorthWall - -R-15 batt BIBS1 BIBS. Cellulose R-21 batt BIBS R-13 batt BIBS R-13 batt R-21 batt Cellulose BIBS · BIBS R-15 batt 
' · -. - (non-test) (non-test) . .., 

South Wall :, R�l5 hatt BlBS BIBS Cellulose R-21 batt R-,� batt· �iBS R-13 J;iatt BIBS :R-il batt· Cell�iose BIB;S :. · BIBS R-15 batt 
� . - (non-test) (non-test) • -- · · -

N:orth Ceiling R-38 batt IS-ill2 IS-ill · BIBS BIBS, BIBS n/a '•- BIBS n/a BIBS . BIBS IS-ill • IS-ill R-38 batt 
• " I . . - -

S9uth Ceiling R-38 batt IS-ill , IS-ill BJJJS " BIBS n/a R-38 b� n/a R-38 batt BIBS BI�S �S-W IS-ill R-38 b�tt 
' 

Yaiwr Retardef · - '· �: 
North Wall . Poly 6 Mil 6 Mil ·6 Mil 6 Mil Norie Non�Test None Non-Test 6 Mil :::Kraft 6.Mil. �6 Wl Poly, 

: •Inside ' Outside Inside •Inside - · - Inside 
· ·o Inside Inside IIlside Putside Inside 

South Wall Poly 6 Mil 6 Mil 6 Mil 6 Mil Non-Test None Non-Test None 6 Mil Kraft 6 Mil -6 Mil Poly � 
Inside Outside Inside fu�ide ., Inside · .- Inside - . Inside I$ide Outside Inside . . . . 

- - - . 
North Ceiling Poly 6 Mil 6 Mil None 6 Mil,, Inside -- n/a 6 Mil n/a 6_Mtl None-. . 6Mil , 6 Mil Poly 

Inside _ · r. · ,c -< .:: '..: Inside 
South Ceiling Poly 6 Mil 6 Mil None 6 Mil n/a 1. Inside n/a Inside 6 Mii None • 6 Mii ' 6 Mil Poly 

Inside _ 
·· Inside 

'- Blown in blanket system. 
2• Loose fiberglass insulation �i'xed with glue. 
3· Non-test partition wall insulation: R-13 batt. 
4 Bay floor insulation: R-38 encapsulated batt. 
5• Oriented strand board. 

. ' .r, ..: 

·. 



(bays 3 and 10) is R-32 (RS I 5.6), and that of the BIBS insu
lation in the unvented cathedral ceilings (bays 4 and 9) is R-
36 (RSI 6.3). Hence, these differences in nominal insulation 
thermal resistance need to be considered in evaluating the 
energy performance data. Vapor retarders are installed in· all 
eight bays under consideration, with polyethylene shee,ting 
used in all bays except the vented cathedral ceilings (bays 3 
and 10). 

The vented cathedral ·ceilings are fitted with polystyrene 
baffles extending from the soffits to within 10 in. (25 cm) of 
the ridge vent, while the vented attics have similar baffles 
extending from the soffits about one-third of the way.up the 
roof line. Care was taken to seal thy partitions bet.ween vented 
and unvented bays as completely as possibil�, with extensive 
use of gaskets, tape, and sealants. 

· 

INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL 

BACK TO PAGE ONE 

each transducer having an individual, multi-point NIS T-trace
able calibration of 0 ftls to 4.9 ft/s at 32°F (0 mis to 1.5 mis at 
0°C). These transducers have a process operating temperature 
range of -40°F to 392°F(-40°C to··200°C) witp a quoted 2% 
accutacy and are considered to be reliable for the extreme 
temperature range encountered at the CRRF. Each transducer 
sensing element is located at the geometric center of the ridge 
vent and thus measures the mass flux at that point only. Thus, 
the area-iµtegrated mass flow through each ridge vent cannot 
be inferreli from these data without recourse to computational 
fluid dynamics simulation. 

Over the course0of the monitoring p�riod described here, 
all the bays in the CRRF have been ma�ntained at a set-point 
temperature of 68°F (20°C). O".!'.r this period, data have been 
uggrngutcd over a nominal 20 minute interval prior to being 
stored. Each aggregation period includes six or seven data 
scans of the noncontrol parameter transducers, allowing a 
sufficient period between scans for the capture of transient The design of the instmmentation is has.t?d on the philos- effects on selected trnnsducers if desired. The data are stored ophy of accurately monitoring the energy consumption within ' ' in quadruplicate in three separate locations using three differ-

------ eaGh--bay\-allowing-Figereu wh0le-bay--envel0fl€4 hemial ... --------------�----------, ent media to ensure security. performance comparisons to be made. Ce1,1tral to this objective 
is the neeu LU maimain the bayr Set-puim te'u1peraLUreS i:\S dose 
to a uniform value as possibJe. Hence, the design control band 
was set at ±0. 9°F (±0.5 K) to. be realized in all 16 heated bays 
(12 test, 2 guard, and 2 basement) simultaneously. To this end, 
a symmetric dual-processor'computer running a multi-tasking 
operating system is configured with dual instrumentation 
busses and dual 16-bit analog-to-digital converters. pne of 
these busses is devoted to control of the heating sys�eriis; while 
the other gathers data from the building transducers. The 
busses operate independently so that in the event of a po;wef.or 
software failure, the control fundion continues to operate 
even though the data capture may have ceased. All 16 heating 
units arc under the direct digital control of the central 
computer, enabling complete flexibility i� control parahieter/ 
actuator coupling. �ay __ teJ?perat1:1�es are determined as the 
electrical average of two cqpper�constantan thermocouples 
located 12 in. (30.5 cm) away 'from the center of the north and 
south exterior walls. The measure�ent precision of the ther
mocouples is _0,2°F (OJ K) with a noise .amPlitu.fle an order of 
magnitude small.er. Under fulkJoad conditions (simultaneous 
control, d�ta c.�Pt�re, and Internet cqmm�nication), the ceiltra_l computer 1 mamtams a . contrnl cycle time ·better. than four 
seconds on aU-16 heating urtits simultaneciti�ly. 

· 

As the CRRF is electrically heated, the energy consump
tion of each bay is Iilonitojed with astandard watt-hour meter 
fitted with an optical pulse' initiator yielding a sensitivity of 72 
watt-bouts 'per counted ·pulse. Pulses are accumulated' using 
independent soli<Sstate \:Ounters , thus �nsuring "an accurate 
count The tcmpcrnturc, and mass flli'i. data· presented nrc ·' ;t; .. ' measured with copper-constantait (lypecT) them10couples 
and hot wire anemometers, respectively. The precision of the 
thermocouple measurements is the same as that of the bay 
temperatures discussed above. Ridge vent mass fluxes in each 
of the vented bays are monitored with hot wire anemometers, 

4 

RESULTS 

· The results are presented here in three sections. The first 
describes the phenomenology (or physical behavior) observed 
for wood-framed bays with a vented attic and a cathedral ceil
ing. The second sec lion describes Lhe relali ve Lhennal inlegrily 
of the four vented and four unvented bays with full roofs, and 
th� last ��ction deals �ith the ob�erved ridge vent mass fluxes. 

Vented Attic and Cathedral Ceiling Phenomenology 

The phenomenological behavior of a ventec! attic as 
observed at the CRRF for bay 1 is shown in Figure 2. In order 
Lo maintain legibility of the scatw· plots shown, only 1 in 15 
recorded data points is plotted, although the slatistics are 
Rerformed on alt_the _ _4!lta p()int�: _'.l'he J!.ata reported are 
collected o� a north�south oriented vertical plane located at 
the center of5he bay, Pr�i;:e�di�.� (rpm l°f:ft to right and top to 
bottom, the data show strong correlations between the mean 
attic temperature (MAT),and the mean inlettemp,erature of the 
north and south soffit.s (Figure 2a) as well as between the MAT 
and lite outlet tempera • re at.the ridge vent (Figure lb) as may 
be expecte_d: Nb � �eia!!,Oll bet;y�en �he inlet/ridge tempera
tµre difference and Lhe MAT i�· apparent (FiglCl'.e 2c ), nor does 
this temperature: difference correlate with the temporal MAT 
gradient (not plotted). Considering the· ridge mass flux in 
Figure 2d, this also is observed to be independent_ of th,e MAT, 
suggesting that thermally induced buoyancy effects are not 
significant wiµiin Lhe ri�e.asuremeot precision. Also notable is 
Lhc'smnll m11gnilu(IC or the recorded mass flux, with a mode 
value ofO_Q2 lb/(fl2·s) (O. I .kgf(m2·s)) or less. At the prevailing 
temperatures, the air density is typically in the range of 0.07 
lb/ft3 to 0.08 lp/ft3 (L2 kg/m3 to 1.3 kg/m3), implying a small 
mode ait v'elo�ity at'the riage of abOufo.26' fus (0.08 nlJs). It 
should be noted that at these low velocities, measuring the 
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resultant pressure differentials on the order of 0.002 in. of where the correlation with the ridge temperature appears to be 
water (0.5 Pa), is problematic. Thus, even though these better than the correlation with the inlet temperatu� at the 
measurements. are being recorded, they are not considered to soffit: Figure 3d depicts the correlation between the BWT and 
be reliable at this stage because the measurements are �ithin the inlet/ridge temperature difference. Arguably, in this case, 
the zero point calibration hysteresis of the transducers them- a quadratic flt, while yielding a statistically better correlation 
selves. If sufficient funding becomes uvuiluble, it muy . be than a linear fit, is not ph)•sically reasonable since an increase 
possible tO correct this problem with the installation of a in baffle wall temperature cannot produce a decrease in 
dynamic auto-zeroing sys1em. Nevertheless, .the raw temper- advected air temperature difference magnitude at low temper-
ature data recorded indicate, that no instance of flow rever�al' atures, as shown in Figure 2d for BWTs less than 32°F (0°C). 
(entry at the ridge, exhaust at the soffit) occurred. However, it is significant that, given the correlation of Figure 

Combining the inlet/ridge temperature with the mass flux 3a, the advected temperature differen�e is correlated with the 
yields the net attic air enthalpy flux;'which does not correlate BWT, unlibthe corresponding case in the attic (Figure 2c). 
with the MAT (Figure 2e ). As Figure 2e is a combination of Figure 3e also shows a lack of correlation between ridge mass 
Figures 2c; and 2d, neither of which correlate ·with the MAT flux and the BAT in agreement with Figure 2d for an attic. 
individually, this lack of correlation i.s ·expected•. •The mean Thus,' it appca�s that even in the context of a closc,r thermal 
temperature difference nominally is' p�rfectly correlated �ith coupling between the thermal flux entering the baffle cavity 
the MAT as a result of the temporally uniform temperature and the net baffl�•enthalpy flux (Figures 3d and 3g), buoyancy 
maintained within the bay, as shown in Figure 2f. Plotting th�: effects are not of n;i.ajor significance in determining the magni-
mean temperature difference across (:h_e ceiling insulation tude _of the ridge mass tlux. The significance of Pigure 3g is 

_____ ag_ainsLLhenel.a1tic�uthalp_y . .flux..i.11Fjgurc2g.also shows l.he�rhaps most evident by comparing it with Fi�.ure 2g for an ______ _ 

absence of a significant correlation. As the plqt is performed attic. The correlation between the insulatfori temperature 
fur contcmpuruncouu 9utu, it folloyt� thut �ntroducing a. phuuc 
delay between the insulation temperature difference and net 
enthalpy flux may improve the correlation. This would 
account for afr circulation and boundary layer effects within 
the attic cavity. · · 

Finally, the net bay energy consumption is plotted against 
the ambient/bay temperature difference in Figure 2h. This 
provides a measure of th<; overall thermal integrity of the bay 
envelope as measure.ct by the siope of the line (Goldberg 
1984). A britical paramerter in establishing this cprrelation is 
the size of the aggregati'on bin, which is strongly dependent on 
the envelope construction, For- example, envelopes with a 
large earth-eontact coupling elm have bin sizes as large as two 
days, while closely coupled envelopes have' bin sizes closer to 
half a day. The uniformity and constancy of the internal 
temperatute is :;ilso important, with better c6rifrol yielding 
smaller bin sizes. Thus, a bin size of eight hours yields ii'cop-e
lation coefficient (r2) of 0.77, which is reasonable for the 
CRRF system configuration. ·-' · 

Th h 1 f '','P." •• ·t.' �� th d 1 · r · """.L.Le p_._ enomeno ... ogy ... o... a _ __ ca .. .ue ra.. ce1 ... 1ng 1s 
shown for bay 3 in Figure-3: Figure 3a gives the correlation 
between the temperature of the south air vent baffle casing 
measured on the insulation side (BWT) and the mean baffle air 
temperature.(BAT) computed as the average of the measured 
inlet and ridge temperatures. A linear correlation of these 
parameters yields an r2 of 0.88, only marginally worse than the 
quadratic correlation r2 of 0.91 shown. While the correlation 
is certainly linear for BWTs below 59°F (l5°C) wh'ere the•' ·. 
st:aller is rellut:ed, al higher Lemperalures Lhe st:aller is 
increased and statistically a quadratic fit appears better. This 
may, however, be an effect of the relative paucity of higher 
temperature data, which will become apparent as warm 
temperature data are accumulated over the course of the exper
iment. The same arguments also apply to Figures 3b and 3c 

6 

difference and net cnthalnv flux cxi8t8 8tati8tiCa1lv (a linear 
correlation yields an r2 �f 0.52 compared with 0.60 for a 
quadratic cortel�tion). This shows that the heat flux entering 
the batlle cavity from the bay is more closely coupled tempo
rally fo the advective flux,-'unlike the attic situation. This 
confirms a theoretically expected heat transfer result .iD. which 
a baffled vented cathedral ceiling behaves more like a duct 
than a vented attic. 

Finally, the overall bay thermal integrity is sh'own in 
Figure 3h. Compared with. ,Figure 2h, the reduced overall 
envelope thermal integrity cif a bay wi�h a vertted cathedral 
ceiling is evident. With similar r2 values, Figure 3h yields a 
slope of -174 Btu/°F (-.33 MJ/K) for a vented cathedral ceil
ing compared with-'126 Btu/!'F (.:'..:24MJ/K) for a vented attic 
(lhe smaller Lhe slope maguilulle, Lhe higher the euvelupe 

integrity). Clearly� ·as these values reflect the integrity of the 
entire extel'f)ally ex•posed bay envelope, part of the difference 
can be �scribed to differences between the BIBS and the cellu
lose wall insulation used in bays 1 and 3 (Table 1). However, 
it is anticipated that furth�r analy,sis of the experimental data 
will confirm that these differences are small in comparison 
�lth the larger effect produced by the differe�ce inropf system 
configuration.-_ 

-

Attic and Cathedral Ceiling Relative 
Thermal Integrity 

,., fhe *ei:i;n�l integ;rity resµlt� are de�"(lope� on thepJ�is,pf 
a continuum mechanics analysis of building energy consump
tion (Goldberg et al. 1984, appendix C). The result of this anal
ysis yields the following model for determining the energy 
performance of a building envelope: 

(1) 
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where 

T 

Q* 

= net auxiliary energy input through the building 
envelope from aH relevant sources (for example, 
electricity, gas, wood); 

= water heater loss coefficient representing the amount 
of energy supplied to the wuter heater thut is 
unavailable for space heating owing to gray water 
loss; 

= water heater energy input; 
= time-averaged transport function (advection mid 

diffusion); · · · 

= volume-averaged internal temperature; 
.. � 

= external temperature (either ambient or adjoining 
unhealed s pal:e) ;. · 

= integration constant minus the total controf:vclume 
heat gain independent of the interior/exterior 
temperature difference, (typicaUy solar plus 
occupants). 

--------->n the ease ofthe C--RRF,E��fttst-the-mte 
gration constant, so a plot of the temperature difference vs. 
/!,aux yields a slope representmg g, or the enveiope thermai 
integrity. �ow, from the analysis on which Equation 1 is 
based, g(T- Te) represents the surface area integral of the 
energy transport fluxes on the control volume surface. Thus, 
isolating the temperature difference for a particular envelope 
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component (when a discrete differe11ce is measured) and 
correlating that against the whole bay energy consumption 
shows the extent to which the thermal integrity of that partic
ular component influences the whole bay energy consump
tion. In other words, this yields a purely phenomenological 
indication of whether the thermal integrity of a particular 
component is physically related to the energy consumption 
plus a relative indication of the magnitude of the.relationship. 
No information on the relative magnitudes of the components 
of g , whether diffu.sion (thermal conduction) or advection 
(infiltration), is provided; neither can the mechanisms by 
which the envelope configuration influences the diffusion and 
advection components be extracted. -

Thus, noting that Tis essentially constant (variability of 
±0.9°F [�±0.5K]), plotting the net bay energy consumption 
against the relevant Te enables .the physical connection 
between the roof system configuration and the bay energy 
consumption to be revealed. Tn pa1ticular, Te is represented by 
the mean attic air temperatute (MAT) in Figure 4 for the attics 

. and by the mean baffle air temperature (BAT) ·or interioHleck 
temperature in Figure 5 for the cathedral �eilings. As noted 
above, while such a correiation does nm yieici che absoiuce 
thermal integrity of the roof system in isolation, it does enable 
the relative integrity of the test hays with the same exposed 
external envelope areas to be compared as a function of the 
roof system configurations. Thus, provided the correlation 
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coefficient produced by a linear regression performed on the 
data is statistically significant, the gradient of the line gives a 
relative measure of the thermal integrity of the roof llystem. 
These gradients are extracted from Figures 4 and 5 &nd 
summarized in Table 2. 

All the plots in Figure 4 are shown with the same abscissa 
and ordirrate scales so the relative slopes of the linear regres
sion lines ar� apparent. The COIT\!lation coefficients in Figure 
4 range from 0.79 to 0.90, indicating a statistically significant 
correlation in all c.ases. Compai;lng the ordinate range of the 
Steel-framed bays to those Of the WOO_Q-framed bays: shows 
that on a whole bay envelope basis, the steel bays consume 
more energy to maintain 'the 6S°F (2.0°C) set-point tempera
ture. Examining the ordinate .rang� .shows that the vented attics 
maintain a colder average air temperature over the reporting 
period than the unvented attics, as may be expected. Referring 

TABLE 2 
Roofing System Relative Thermal Integrity 

Attic Cathedral Ceiling 
Btul°F (MJ/K) ., Btul°F (MJ/K} 

-
Frame Wood steel Wood Steel 
Vented -121 -184 -147 -279 

(-0.23) (--0.35) (-0.28) (:-0.53) 

Unvented -105 -1'58 -79 -142 
(-0.20) (--0.30) (-0.15) (-0.27) 
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to Table 2, a comparison of the symmetric wood/steel vented 
and unvented attic pairs �.hows that relative to wood framing, 
steel framing decreases the thermal integrity by 52% and 50% 
for the vented' and unvented cases, respectively. For each 
framing matetial, relative to the unvented bays,• the vented 
bays yield a decreased thermal integrity of 15% and 17% rela
tive to the unvented bays. 

As in Figure 4, the cathedral ceiling plots also use the 
same abscissa and ordinate scales. The correlation coefficients 
range from 0.60 to 0.89, with ·the lower cm;fficients being 
produced in the, unvented bay regressions. As ih the case of the 
attics;the steel;framed bays requite.more energy to maintain 
the set-point temperature than the wood-framed bays, while 
the average temperature over the reporting period is lower in 
the vented baffles than on the interior roof deck surface. From 
Table ), comparing the' wood/�teel pairs, steel framing 
decreases the theniial integrity relative to wood framing by 
89% and 8d% for the vented and unvented cases, respectively. 
For each fraffiing material, ceiling venting nominally 
decreases the thermal integrity relative to the unvented case by 
87% and 96% for wood and s!eel, respectively. However, the 
vented cathedral ceilings h�ve an 11 % lower nominal ceiling 
insulation thermal resistance, reducing, to a rough approxima
tion (given the correlation of Figure 3g), the thermal integrity 
pena�ty of venting to abo�t 76% and 85% for wood and steel 
framing, respectively. 

Lastly, taking cognizance of the difference in the insula
tion thermal resistances, a comparison between paired attics 
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and ·cathedral ceilings (that is, same framing mat�riai and 
ve,lling configuration) shows LhaL in. the vented ituation, the " f f  '')• . ' 
cathedral ceiling reduces the lhemrnl integri ty relative to the 
atlic by 22% and 51 % for wood and steel ,  resp6'ctively. Again, 
to a rough approximation, factoring out the 16% decreitse in 
insulaticm thermal• resistance available fo the catnedraJ ceil
ings, it appears that the them1al integrity peri'alty of th� cathe� 
dral ceiling configuration itself declines to the vicinity of 6% 
and 29% for w.ood and steel, respectively. Thus, combined· 
with the previous comparisons, this shows the.relatively large 
energy penalty invoked when using steel fianiing fot 'a venti
lated cathedral ceiling. However, comparing paired unvented 
attics and cathedral ceilings yields ·fili \mexpected ' result, 
namely, that r�lative to the unvented ,cathedral cdiings, the 
unvcntcd attics show a rt:duct:d thermal int�grity of 33%' and 
11 % for wood and steel, respecitively. This is clearly cgunter
intuitive given that the attics have a 6%, greater insulation iher
rnal resistance than ;t�e cathedral cei,1�ngs and ·th;it the data 
within the attic and cathedratceiling groups are, con�istent 

______ w_it_h_ou_t_e_x_c�eption. A likel explanation for this is a �ystematic 
effect produced by using the south deck interior temperature 
ll.� thc llhsci.�.�ll in thc nnvcn tccl c:;ithcl'iml 1-.:r.il inP- corrcl:;itions. 

as · j�dicated by th� c�mparativ�ly low, ( reg;ession ' v�lue� 
produced. This temperature was chosen for • its geometric 
compatib.ility wtt�, �he corresponping baffle or attic air temper
atures (that is, all within the roof dee� �nvelope .bovndary). 
However, .from a heat transfer perspective, using the temper
ature recorded betw�en the shipgles and the roof dee)< may be 
a better choice for tji.e �nventjli;tteg c,athedi;al c:ei�ings: Further 
ex,arrtination of thes.e shingl¢/roc,if deck telJ\lP�ratu,re dat�, as 
well as other avail�ble P!l-t�. ind,uding bay Ceiling. )le�t fluxes 
an4 bay wall temperah.µ:e�, will be requii;ed qefore this appar
ent anomaly can be clarified further. 

As noted above, the correlation data do not allow the 
results to be explained in terms of the itanspoh fuhction1 
components. It could .be argued, for instahce, ·ihal the smal !er 
relative thermal integrity of the 'steel · bays is a ; result of 
increased infiltratibn in these bays;ffhis may vei;y well be the 
case caused by, for 'example,. the ihabil'ity to seal a polyethyl
ene vapor retarder to a metal stud as effectively as to a�wooden 
stud. However, whatever lihe · compositiort of the transport 
fm:iction, ·the data do sh0w 1that the thermal integrities 'of the 
roof systems m9n i1ored arc physically l inked to the .whole bay 
energy consu mption .w'1h various magnfti1de ' of lillkage 
depending 011 the roof ystenr configu·i:ation .  ' ' ! 

\ .: ! .th \ \  .. · 
Ridge Vent M1:1ss Flux 

' . . 

. ' 

'The ti�e ser�es ridge mass nux sensor profiles are given 
m li1gure <>. w1UJ •tne exc�pnoi1 o·r �ay i ;  the mass)'l,uxes are 
rccmded at the middle of the Clmter tri1Ss or beam·eavity in·each 
bay. In bay l ,  data are available .du1·i0.g the reporting·perio'd for 
the cente.ticuvity us well 11s tile �dfacem cavity to. ind cast". No � 
t hat the linear di-scontinuities in" the ptdflles at about 8\) hours 
and 400 heurs indicate the occurrence bf power fail tirei.· 
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The center and east cavity profiles in bay 1 are very well 
correlated both with respect to phase and p�ak magnitude, 
ip.dicating no visible evidence, , of recircu.lation '>;l(ithin the 
ridge vent _- Fu.rther, the pea� events:;.are well correlatep in. 
\ime. , Jor all five venti.l.ated .bays ,�hown 1,; while , the . peak, 

magnitudes decline uni(m;mly from w.e.st to east moving from 
bay 1 to bay IO prior,to increasing marginally.in bay 12. Note. 
�a:t b1:1y , 7 (with a half-,. north•faciliR roof, anddncreased 
stack effect owing to a longer.roof chord.length) is inducted 
in this comparison to• :emphasize '.the : observation' that the; 
ridge mass fluxes appear to be largely independent of the 
roof co1,1fjgur�1ion, as amicipated by the result� noted ;1bove. 
Assuming that the. mass , flux calibrations h�ve not ctritted 
(�ruch could accouii.t 0f�r th� difference's i� ��gnit�de but 
not the similarity in phase-however, one would expe�t' such 
a dftft t6i show up :in 'bay '1 as well, which is not the case), 
then 't11ese'da1a· stig�est that foctois either' than roof c'onfigura
tioo require 'investigation as possible expfanations for the 
ObSefVaUO.ll$. , '. ; 11 •' l< j'.1 ' '  b ' ' I 

� ' ! ' 
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DISCUSSION 

The principal result from the preliminary data analysis 
discussed is that steel-framed roofing systems appear to be 
less energy-efficient than thefr wood-framed counterparts. 
Vented, steel-framed cathedral ceilings perform significantly 
worse than all the other configurations discussed, the smallest 
penalty being a factor of 1 .5 compared to a steeUq1med 
vented attic. Vented attics and cathedral I ceilings ar� not as 
energy-efficient as their unvented counterparts, but the vent
ing penalty for cathedral ceilings is more than that for attics by 
a factor of 1 .7. In the vented case, attics yield superior energy 
performance to cathedral ceilings, partly because of the 
greater insulation thermal resistance installed in the attics. In 
the unvented case, the data imply the counterintuitive conclu
sion that cathedral ceilings yield superior thermal perfor
mance to attics. This is most likely a systematic effect rather 
than a physical reality, requiring further investigation for its 
explanation. Ho1Never, it needs to b'e emphasized that these 
inferences are made within the purely thenrial perspective of 
the data presented. Inferences about the overall relative 
performance of the '.roofing systems monitore.d (including 
moisture effects, for �xample) are not ,warranted. 

' , ' 
. The heat and mass transfer characteristics of vented 

cathedral ceilings with baffles are confirmed to be different 
from those prevailing in ventilated attics, as theoretically 
expected. The former exhibit advective heat .transfer behavior 
akin to a duct, while the latter arguably furtction as cavities 
with all the attendant effects of flow circul�tion .and turbu
lence. 

The ridge vent mass fluxes observed are yery small in 
magnitude, making the measurement ,of pressure differentials 
problematic. Thus, the pressure differential dat� recorded are 
considered to be too unreliable for use until the pressure trans
d�cers qui be equipped with a dynamic auto-zerojng capabil
ity. The data also show to a first approximation that the 
recorded mass fluxes are not dependent on the roof configu
ration and are not influenced by thermally induced buoyancy 
effects. 

CONCLUSiONS 
' i  

� ) J • 

Given the preliminary nature of the data, restricted as they 
are. to a six:cweek period in March and the first h'alf of April, 
the drawing of any definite 'conclusions is not 1 warranted. 
Further, as the data discussed only refer to aspects of the ther� 
ma:l performance, these data cannot be used to infer the ovetall 
relative ·performance of any of the roofing systems monitored,1 
patticularly with respect to issues such as moisture control and 
ice dan'IJ prevention: .However, within these limitations, the 
following tentative assessments may be made: · 

1 .  Steel-framed cathedral ceilings and attics show � lower 
e�velope'thehnal integrity than their 'wood-f�amed couiite�� 
p�s:· 

' I  ' 
2. Stee\-framed vented q1thedral ceilings so far have 

produced tht'. . lowest thermal integrity of the .sy11tems 
discussed, suggesting piat steel fraJ!rin,g as \:µiplemented at 
the CRRF may not be appropriate for use in ventilated 
cathedral ceilings. 
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3.  Unvented attics and cathedral ceilings show a higher ther

mal integrity than their vented counterparts, but the venting 
penalty seems to be smaller for attics than for cathedral ceil-
itigs. · · 

4. . � ' -· I I '. ' ' : _I ' -
Vented attics appear to perform better than vented.cathedral 
ceilings for the same framing type. 

, .  • '  - 1  
5. · Within the temporal. and climatic limits. of the, analyzed data 

set, ridge mlli/s fluxes in vented attics and catht;dral ceilings 
_ , . , shqw first-o�dt<r independenCt< from roof configuration as 

implemented at the CRRF. 
6. Thermally induced buoyancy effects do Mt appear tO be a 

'primary influence on the ridge mass flux in vented attics 
and cathedral ceilings. 
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